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Medical Imaging with Neural Network

Abstract
1.0 The Problem

1.1 A Critical Problem in Medical Imaging

1.2 A Potential Neural Network Solution

1.3 Problem Summary

2.0 Research Objectives
2.1 Objective 1: Assess the capability of existing Neural Networks

2.2 Modify the Neural Network to Enhance the Imagery

2.3 Test the modified Neural Networks

2.4 Analyze the Results

2.5 Objective Summary

The Three C’s

• Clear: Easy to read and understand.

• Complete: Cover all the points.

• Concise: Keep it brief and to the point.

Before you write a single word

1. Define your problem or issue.

2. Each team member should be clear of the

responsibilities.

3. Get the facts.

4. Analyze the facts.
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I. INTRODUCTION

IEEETRAN.DOT is the official IEEE Transactions/Journals author's  template for
Microsoft Word for Windows. The current template covers Word versions 6 and 7. The

template is essentially a set of styles that extend Word's NORMAL.DOT template.

Papers submitted to IEEE Publishing Services that adhere to these guidelines are eligible
for a discounted production rate, because the work you do to prepare your document

saves us time and effort in converting it for use in our composition software.

II. THIS GUIDE AS SAMPLE DOCUMENT

This guide shows what various styles in IEEETRAN.DOT look like. An attempt has been

made to approximate the look-and-feel of IEEE Transactions papers, although we realize
that this can only be a very rough approximation. Final IEEE papers are typeset using

composition software that allows greater control over layout and fonts than is possible in

Word.

The look-and-feel of IEEETRAN.DOT papers, then, is offered for aesthetic reasons and to
emphasize that your paper will be set in two-column format, which may become a factor

in your breaking of equations. You may also get a better feel for your final page count,

though this
too can only be an approximation.

Recognizing that what IEEETRAN.DOT does in the way of typesetting is only a

temporary simulation of your paper’s published appearance, you may well opt for
different style parameters while editing, either by resetting via the Style… item under the

Format menu or by running the Fix Page Layout macro under the IEEE Macros menu

and choosing not to go with two-column, single-spaced format. Another possibility is to
select Normal under the View

menu, to improve visibility on the screen. None of these alterations will affect your
paper’s ability to be converted for production use.

I. GETTING STARTED

A. Creating A New Paper

If you wish to begin writing a paper from scratch using the IEEETRAN.DOT template, or
create an empty document in the template for cutting and pasting text from an existing
file in some non-Word format, follow these steps:

1. Copy IEEETRAN.DOT into your templates directory, e.g., C:\MSoffice\Templates, so that it will be
available from within Word.

2. Start up Microsoft Word.
3. In the File menu, select New. In the New dialog, select IEEETRAN.DOT.
4. IEEETRAN.DOT's startup macro will pop up a dialog box asking you to type in text for several of your

paper's elements. If you don't have all of the information in front of you, or if you are uncertain of the
final content of these areas, you can type in some text or simply leave the default text in place. You can
always edit these elements later, in the document proper. The macro will not be repeated when you re-
open the document.

Your cursor should  now be positioned near the top of the paper, ready for you to begin

writing. 1

B. Converting an Existing Word Paper

Papers originally composed in Word version 5 or earlier will have to be converted to
Word 6 or 7 format in order to attach IEEETRAN.DOT. Once this is done, the paper will
still lack styles specific to IEEETRAN.DOT. Additionally, you may not have used Word
styles at all to mark up
the paper when you created it. In any event, some re-styling with IEEETRAN.DOT will

have to be done in order to submit your Word file in compliance with these guidelines.
To prepare your paper for re-styling, follow these steps:

1. Copy IEEETRAN.DOT into your templates directory, e.g., C:\MSoffice\Templates, so that it will be
available from within Word.

2. Start up Word and open the existing Word 6 or 7 document.
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